Socioeconomic influences on back problems in the community in Britain
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Abstract

Objective — To determine the association between measures of socioeconomic status and reported back pain in a national sample survey of the adult population of Britain.

Design — Secondary analysis of a cross sectional interview survey (the Health and Lifestyle Survey).

Setting — Households in England, Wales, and Scotland.

Subjects — Those 9003 adults aged 18 years and above who agreed to an interview, from a study base of 12 254 private households that had been identified in a three stage sampling procedure based on electoral registers. Subjects who reported back pain in the month before interview were compared with all those who stated they had not experienced this symptom.

Measures and results — Women whose households were in the lowest income category were more likely to report back pain than those in the highest income group (odds ratio 1·6, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1·2, 2·1). In addition, women with no formal educational qualification were more likely to report back pain than women who had a qualification (odds ratio 1·5, 95% CI 1·0, 2·1). These associations were not explained by smoking, obesity, and coexistent depressive symptoms. In men the only socioeconomic link with back pain seemed to be manual occupation.

Conclusions — These findings confirm the higher burden of back pain in the socially disadvantaged, but suggest that this cannot yet be explained by known risk factors for back trouble.

(J Epidemiol Community Health 1994;48:166–170)
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Social class differences in mortality have highlighted inequalities in health and indicated potential causes of fatal diseases.1 Social class differences in the occurrence of non-fatal conditions, such as back pain, could also provide clues to aetiology, but data about these are more limited. It is important to identify preventable causes of morbidity as well as mortality since conditions which disable but do not kill have huge economic and social impact on the health of communities. For instance, one in 20 British adults consult their family doctor each year with a new episode of back pain; it is the most common reason for working days lost through sickness (Department of Social Security, personal communication) and the predom-
individuals from a study base of 12,254 private households were eventually interviewed by trained nurses. This represented a 73.5% response rate.

The data collected were summarised in a publication, and were made available to the public domain in the Economic and Social Sciences Research Council Data Archive at the University of Essex. We extracted the variables relevant to this study from the main dataset.

Cases of individuals with back pain were defined as all those subjects who answered positively to the question “Within the last month have you suffered from any problems with a bad back?”

Socioeconomic status was investigated using three separate measures from the survey database:

1. Occupational class based on the Registrar General’s Classification of Occupations. For men and divorced or single women, their own current job was the basis of classification; for those who had retired or were currently unemployed, past or usual occupation was used. Married women were classified on the same scale but according to their husband’s occupation.

This classification is as follows:

I - professional occupations;
II - intermediate occupations eg nursing;
III-NM - skilled occupations: non-manual;
III-M - skilled occupations: manual;
IV - partly skilled occupations;
V - unskilled occupations.

2. Individuals were grouped by income level, measured as the current monthly income in £s sterling for the household in which they lived.

3. Educational attainment was estimated by the highest qualification achieved. General Certificate of Education Ordinary (“O”) level or Certificate of Secondary Education are examinations taken at secondary school at age 15–16 years; advanced (“A”) level exams at age 17–18 years.

Other potential risk factors for back problems which we investigated were current and former cigarette smoking, including the number of cigarettes smoked daily; weight and height, measured by the nurses who carried out interviews; anxiety and depression, as measured by scores on the 30 item General Household Questionnaire (GHQ). This latter measure is a validated instrument for use in the general population; a score of 5 or more is considered to indicate likely clinical depression.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Individuals with back pain were compared with the remainder of the survey population using the GLIM statistical programme. Associations with self reported back pain were calculated as odds ratios (with 95% confidence intervals (CI)) by unconditional logistic regression, adjusting for age unless otherwise stated. Men and women were analysed separately.

Weight and body mass index were categorised into approximate quintiles and the height into quartiles; this was done separately for men and women. Both the number of cigarettes smoked and household income were analysed using the categories generated in the original dataset.

Results

In this population the crude prevalence of self reported “back problems in the past month” was 18.9%. Age and sex stratified prevalences of back pain are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Prevalence of self reported back pain in a national population sample of 9003 adults in Great Britain, 1984–85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>All subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>1752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>1366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–74</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ages</td>
<td>9003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BACK PAIN AND SOCIAL STATUS

When compared with non-manual workers, subjects in the manual occupations were more likely to have reported back pain during the past month (table 2A), although there was no clear trend of risk across levels of the Registrar General’s occupational classification.

Those who were unemployed or retired were no different with regard to their reporting of recent back problems compared with those who were working. The chronically sick or disabled had a high prevalence of recent back problems (43%), compared with those in full time employment. “Housekeepers” were significantly more likely to have reported back problems than those working outside the home (OR 1.4, 95% CI 1.3, 1.7, adjusted for age and sex). (“Housekeepers” were women or men below retirement age who gave this as their occupation and who were not otherwise in the labour market.)

The association of reported back problems with household income is shown in table 2B. Women whose households were in the lowest quintile of monthly income were more likely to report back pain than those in the highest income category (OR 1.6). The trend across
levels of income is significant (p<0.01). In contrast there was no association between household income and back pain in men. Income levels were adjusted for age and chronic disability.

Women without formal educational qualifications were more likely to report back pain than those who had any form of higher education (table 2C). No similar association was apparent in men.

OTHER RISK FACTORS
Table 3 summarises the relationships between back pain and smoking, body mass index, and depression score. There was a significant association between regular current smoking and reported back pain (odds ratio 1.4, 95% CI 1.2, 1.6). The risk was similar for exsmokers.

When all those who had ever smoked were analysed according to the quantity of cigarettes smoked per day, the likelihood of back pain being reported increased with the number of cigarettes smoked (odds ratio 1.9, for those smoking 40 or more cigarettes per day relative to those who had never smoked). This trend was clearer for women than for men.

There was a weak but positive association between back pain and height in both men and women. In women there was a positive trend for back pain with weight and body mass index that was not seen in men.

Subjects in the survey with a score of 5 or more on the GHQ were more likely to have reported back problems during the past month than those who scored less than 5. When the total possible score was considered as a categorical scale the link with back pain seemed stronger the higher the score.

INTER-RELATION OF CLASS, INCOME, SMOKING, DEPRESSION, AND BODY MASS INDEX
To explore the extent to which the socioeconomic differences in reporting of back pain might be confounded or explained by other factors we examined certain of the variables in a multivariate model to adjust for the effects of one variable upon another (table 4). Since effects had varied for women and men, this analysis was performed separately for the two sexes.

In women, the association with household income remained after adjusting for the effects of smoking, body mass index, and GHQ score. In fact estimates of association were hardly changed at all by their inclusion in the model. When educational attainment and income were considered together, there was no change in the size of the crude estimates. In men, the non-significant increase of risk restricted to unskilled manual workers (occupational class V) was similar to the crude effect after adjusting for smoking, body mass index, and GHQ score.

Discussion
We have analysed data from a large cross sectional survey of health and lifestyle in the
British population, and shown that in women back problems are more likely to be reported by those from households with lower incomes and those who have no educational qualification. These associations were not explained by the effects of smoking, obesity, or coexistent depressive symptoms. In men, the only socioeconomic link seemed to be with unskilled manual labour.

Back problems were self reported and the question used was not specific – low back pain was not distinguished from other back pain, and so the data could well include symptoms arising from the cervical and upper thoracic spine as well as the lumbar sacral region. The justification for examining the responses to this question in a large dataset is that nonspecific low back pain is the dominant back complaint in adults in the general population. It is important to consider, however, whether the responses to this question were biased with regard to the other variables we have examined. The interview schedule was long and it seems unlikely that there was differential reporting of one out of the many medical problems addressed. Although there may be a general propensity for some people to answer many questions positively, the independent effects observed for smoking, obesity, and income argue against this being responsible for the results presented here.

One rationale for examining socioeconomic influences on common symptoms is that any differences between social groups may be the effect of preventable environment or lifestyle risks. For example measures of social class, income and education may reflect smoking habits or obesity, which evidence suggests have a direct effect on back pain. Following this argument smoking, obesity, and stress are not classic “confounders” of the observed association of back pain and social class; rather they may be the underlying reason for such a link. There were a priori reasons for supposing that smoking, height, weight, and a measure of depression or stress might influence the occurrence of reported back pain in a general population sample. A number of epidemiological studies have reported a link between smoking and back pain, which shows a “dose-response” relationship, and there is evidence from twin studies of a direct effect of smoking on disc height. Biologically plausible explanations of the association between smoking and back pain, particularly those related to the effect of smoking on nutrition of the disc, have been reviewed by Ernst.

Associations between back pain and anthropometric variables and psychological factors have also been reported before and are biologically plausible. We have confirmed these in this dataset. Since there were social class, income, and education differences in smoking, body mass index, and GHQ scores, such factors might have explained the observed association between back pain and socioeconomic measures. After adjusting for these variables in the multivariate analysis shown in table 4, however, there was little change in the crude estimates. Our conclusion is that in this population socioeconomic differences in the reporting of back pain cannot be explained by smoking, body mass index, or depression.

It was not unexpected to find that a measure of occupational status such as the Registrar General’s classification indicated a link between manual labour and back pain in men. There is evidence to support the notion that those who handle heavy weights are at higher risk than those who do not. Yet there is also evidence to link car driving and sedentary work with back pain. The increased reporting of back problems by manual workers compared with non-manual workers suggests that the influence of manual work in the adult male general population is stronger than the risk of sedentary work.

A criticism of traditional social class categories is that they are based on the range of male occupations, and do not take account of the condition of female labour, particularly domestic workloads. This may explain the lack of correlation between reported symptoms and occupational social class in women in a study of low back pain in eight areas of Britain: social class in women was based, as in the Health and Lifestyle Survey, on the husband’s occupation. In the present study those classified as “housekeepers” were at higher risk of back pain than those who went out to work. At the very least this points to the need to study domestic workloads as well as the nature of occupation outside the home.

Other measures of social environment and lifestyle may be more appropriate in women. The strongest association with reported back pain in women among the various measures which we examined was for household income. This was independent of education and husband’s occupational class. The absence of a similar link in men suggests that occupational hazards, measured more directly by social class in men than in women, may overwhelm other aspects of socioeconomic grouping in the male workforce.

The evidence from the Royal College of General Practitioners’ Third Morbidity Survey of consultations in primary care supports the idea of there being socioeconomic influences on back problems. This survey involved the recording of all reasons for consultation during a one year period (1981–82) in 138 volunteer general practices. The association between consultation and Registrar General’s social class grouping is shown for all conditions and for back pain separately (figure adapted from the published data). The standardized patient consulting ratio (SPCR) for any group represents the likelihood that they consulted with the condition in question at least once during the survey year, relative to all patients in the survey. The SPCRs shown take into account any age differences between the classes. The sharper gradients for back pain here, compared with the social class figures from the Health and Lifestyle survey, imply that part of the social class effect is related to the propensity to consult a doctor given the symptom of back pain. Possible explanations for this include severity of symptoms or the
need for sickness certification. Walsh et al, in their population based survey, also found a social class gradient in consultations for low back pain which was independent of severity. The much weaker association of social class with consultation for all conditions combined, also shown in the figure, argues against general consultation behaviour being responsible for the social class gradient in back pain consultations. However, variations in consultation behaviour in back pain sufferers cannot explain the socioeconomic gradients for reporting back pain which we have shown in this paper based on the Health and Lifestyle Survey. There are likely to be other aspects of environment and lifestyle which influence the experience of back pain.

What might these differences be? If we accept that most of the risk in men may be occupational, then it is possible that physical loads in the workplace or in the home may be responsible for the link with income and education in women. Alternatively, other social class differences which were not explored here, such as diet, parity, and use of oral contraceptives, may be relevant. There may be direct effects of social disadvantage on pain expression, behaviour, and chronicity. The findings of the prospective Boeing study in America raised the possibility that dissatification with working conditions may directly influence the likelihood of reporting back pain.

Regardless of the explanation, it seems clear that the poorer and more socially disadvantaged groups have a proportionately higher burden of this disabling symptom than the better off in society. While the aetiological importance of this remains uncertain, back pain affords a clear example of the unequal experience of morbidity in our society.

This analysis was based on the Health and Lifestyle Survey, which was entirely the work of the team headed by Dr Brian Cox. The Economic and Social Science Resource Centre of the University of Essex arranged access to the data. We thank Brian Gratton, Alan Tice, and Owen Stewart for their work on data preparation, and Leslie Jordan for the typescript.


General practice consultations in relation to social class. SPCR = standardised patient consulting ratio. * Registrar General's classification; ** classified by husband's occupation.